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ABSTRACT
One of a series prepared by the Hawaii Newspaper

Agency, this teaching guide offers ideas on using the newspaper
advertisements to teach social studies. Suggestions for using
newspaper advertisements include studying tour and travel items and
locating places on the sap, using restaurant advertisements to
increase cultural awareness and examine social differences, and
savi..7 money by making economical selections of products advertised
in the newspaper. (RB)
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Mrs. Chris Lukens teaches honors English at Kailua Interme-
diate School. She has also taught all subjects in all grades at the
elementary level.

It's hard to say where her most successful work with the news-
paper has been. She's used it for making math real: for develop-
ing critical thinking: for motivating slower learners to read: for
making social studies a living subject.

This booklet presents some of her ideas on how to make social
studies more interesting and alive by using the advertisements in
your daily newspaper.

Illustrations are by Mrs. Harriet Marquina of the Hawaii
Newspaper Agency, based on material provided by Mrs. Lukens.

PRINTED JUNE 1468
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Social studies is life; so is the newspaper.
Advertisements in a newspaper reflect what people want for

themselves, how they live, the kind of communities they live in.

where they want to travel and why, customs of other lands. cus-

toms and foods of Hawaiianything that has to do with the way
people live together and work together.

A place on a map doesn't mean much to a child who has never

been there. His immediate concern is with his immediate locale.

Nevertheless. he needs to know about other placestheir loca-
tion. history. geography. customs. languagein order to take his

place in the world.
To the teacher, the world has become a small place. To the

student. it is still very large, full of places very far away.

The teacher's task, therefore, is to make history and geography

as exciting and interesting as possible. There are lots of ways to

do this through use of advertisements in the newspapers.

Especially is this true in Hawaii where travel is big business.

The papers abound with ads which will help stretch the imagina-

tions of the students.
This booklet contains just a few hints and suggestions. It's not

a recipejust a start toward making social studies fun.
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Look at a map of the world. Underline all the countries men-
tioned in the ad and locate them on the map. Circle all the cities
and also locate them.

On an outline map of the world trace the route of one or more
of these tours.

Decide which place you would particularly like to visit, do as
much research as possible on the place and then recommend a
trip to the rest of the class. Have facts to back up your recom-
mendation.

Learn about the customs of the people in the place you choose
to visit.

Send for brochures and posters from the airlines, the travel
companies, the countries themselves. Display these in the class-
room.

Learn about the airlines flying from Hawaii to the various
places mentioned. Learn about the difference in fares between
flying and going by ship.

Pick one particular place and plan a tour. Learn enough about
the place to know what season to go in. what clothes to buy, what
airlines to fly on, what attractions to see while you are there.
Learn also about time differences and what happens when you
cross the international date line on your trip.

Make up an ad for your favorite place. Be realistic. Aim to
persuade the rest of the class that this is a place they should visit.

Take one of the tours and work out the differences in rates
between going on a tour and going individually.

Write for a copy of the newspaper to a city of your choice.
Also get a pen pal there and trade information about your city
and hers. Keep a scrapbook to share with the class.
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This ship goes from Honolulu to Europe. Where did it come
from?

Find the countries it visits on a map of the world and trace
its course.

Estimate the time it takes to get from place to place and the
differences in time.

Find out what other commercial ships go to the same places.
Collect posters from the shipping companies.

Make scrapbooks about the countries visited by this ship.
Plan a trip on the Canberra. Find out the cost, estimate cost

of clothing. tips. souvenirs. Decide what you would buy in each
place. Find out how much it would cost to make the same trip
by air.

Pick a favorite place from this ad. Do as much research as
possible on it and make a report to the class.
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Florida, Acapulco and San Francisco.
Ho* can you stay at a First Vass
American resort and still see
the *odd! Book passage now for
the newt roundtheorld aaeknt
of the SS President Roosevelt.

In 90 days. this all First Clan liner will take
you to 20 faraway ports. ca Is, you'll
enjoy all the special pleasures of an ocean voyage.
On beard you'll discover large sunny areas for
shuffleboard and other deck games. A golf driving
range. A heated swimming POOL Enclosed

for strolling A Quiet library and writing
Win.EVIfferent Wm= where a partner for
bridge is never hard to find. And the biggest
limey of all time 40 relax.
Superb cuisine is en American President Lines
speciaity.Wr day can begin with breakfast in bed
and end with a midnight buffet, Room service is
available round the clock rust pick up the
telephone in your air conditioned stateroom, Now
prepare for the evening ahead. Your dinner menu
will lost 40 different dishesand you'll never see
the same menu twice After dinner you can take in
a first run movie. or rule the elevator up to the
glass enclosed Starlight Room and dance to the
ship's orchestra. This is the life of luxury you can

live for 27,000 miles with American COI
and service going with you all the way.
In every port of call American Express Company
has arranged a schedule of Vv.day and
dayiggicsag You can a roams in Nong
Kong. go-Kipfclubtung in Rio. sightseer,/ in
Acapulco. Longer side trips can take you across
Japan. inland to India's Tel Mahal, through Africa's.
greet game reseves and national perks. You or
even Spend a night at Treetops Notel and watt.'
the karts come down for a drink.
The SS President Roosevelt is the only U. S.
passenger liner making a round the world voyage
this sear. And we hold our passenger list to 275.
Previous saltines have been welt booked
months in advance Make sure you have choice
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On a map of the world, chart out this tour.
Locate the underlined places. Which ones are cities, which

ones are countries? What about Florida?
Send for the brochure about the tour. Plan a trip like the one

advertised, deciding on departure date and the time it will take
to get from one place to another. Do as much research as pos-
sible by contacting the shipping agent or a tour agent.

Take all the countries listed and find out which you would
visit; what the customs are; what you might buy as souvenirs;
what people there wear and eat; what other way you might get
to that country and the comparative cost.

Learn new words. Find the unfamiliar words, underline them
and learn to spell and use them. These might include luxury,
promenade, lounges, cuisine, optional. excursions, accommoda-
tions.
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All your students are interested in food. Chances are they
think everyone eats the same things they do. You can teach them
about other countries and other peoples by capitalizing on their
own love of eating. You might even have them bring to school
sample:; of food from other countriesmaybe things their
mothers make that are not general American-type dishes.

Or look what you can teach from a few restaurant ads. Hawaii
papers are full of such advertisingespecially on Sundays.

I. Where is Vienna? Find it on a map. What nationality are
the people who live there? Why might this restaurant be called
"Old Vienna?" What kinds of foods do people in Vienna eat?
Why are they different from Hawaiian food? What does epicu-
rean mean? What does the ad tell you about the kind of clothes
worn in Vienna? How long would it take to get there from Ha-
waii? By plane? By boat? Where would you stop on the way?
What would it cost? What would you buy when you got there?
Collect any newspaper articles about Vienna. Make a bulletin
board display about Vienna.

2. What does kosher mean? How is kosher food different
from other kinds of food? What country specializes in kosher
food? Make a list of kosher foods found in local markets. What
other customs are found in the same country? Find out all you
can about the people who eat kosher food. How many of them
are in America? How far is it to their country? What has hap-
pened there lately?

3. Locate Indonesia on the map. Where is Bali? Find out
about Indonesian customs, dances, people. language and the
kinds of food they eat. How long would it take to get from here
to Indonesia? How would you go? What happens when you cross
the international date line? Would people in Indonesia eat the
same kind of food listed in this ad? Who is the president of Indo-
nesia? What has happened lately in the country's -listory?

4. Who were the Vikings? Where did they live! Why are they
important to America? What is a smorgasbord? Locate the
Scandinavian countries on the map and find out all you can about
them.

5. What does El Toro mean? What do Mexican people eat?
Where do they live? Why is Mexican food sold in America? What
does the climate of Mexico have to do with the food the Mexicans
eat? What sort of government does the country have? How far is
it from Honolulu to the capital city? What is the capital city? On
a map, pinpoint the most famous Mexican resorts. What things
is Mexico most famous for?
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6. Why is this restaurant called "Little Hong Kong"? Do poor
Chinese peasants eat the same things as this restaurant serves?
What foods are grown in China? What has been happening in
China recently? How did so many Chinese people get to Hawaii?
What effect have they had on the history of the islands? How
would you go to China for a vacation? Would this be possible?
If not, why not? What is the difference between Nationalist and
Red China?

The questions to be raised and explored as a result of all these
ads are endless.
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Learning about- Hawaii is a must for all social studies stu-
dents. The newspapers are filled with articles and pictures about
current events. music. art. national holidays, clothes and customs
in Hawaii.

Don't overlook the ads. Sometimes an interesting ad will ..d
your class gently into a difficult subject. Build on that interest.
For many children. the things they learn about living in Hawaii
will be more important than anything else.

Land is one of the prime topics of conversation in the Islands
and one of the best investments. Use land ads to promote an
understanding of the economy of the Islands. Use food ads and
restaurant and hotel ads for the same reason. Find out from ads
how the cost of !lying compares with other places. Have children
gather ads from other areas of the country and compare prices

. of food. clothing, houses.
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On a city map find where The Magellan
is located

What is meant by escrow.' By financing?
What is a condominium"

Nhy are there so many contkinonituns
m Hawaii?

Write to a city about the site of Honolulu
for a newspaper. Compare the apartment
ads in that paper with those in the local
newspapers. Come to conclusnms about
cost of living.

What interest would a buyer of one of
these apartments pay' HIM much emit
does this mean he pays for his apartment
over 20 years?

What is P'unchtxost! Is flits a good part
of Honolulu to live in? What are the most
expensive residential areas' Why" Find out
about the Bishop Estate and !caw rents.
Do these apply to opal/men! houses also?

Who was Magellan? Why is this building
Riven his name? Make a map showing
where he Nailed. Compare his sailing time
with the time it would lake now to fly from
tint place to another.Solo AIM

BISHOP REALTY. INCI,
gas Quinn fermi / Pharr NO477
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Look on a map of Kauai for the location
of Mnlokoa Village

How tar is Lihue from Honolulu" Huss-
man) people five on Kauai' what are the
prime industries' How does Kauai com-
pare in site with other islands in the Ha:
*attar: chain

Is land on Kauat more or less etpensise
than on Oahu' The other Neighbor Islands'
Why or why nor'

If Apt/inCOne from the 11..% flveci 4 m
Kauai. let that student tell the others how
it rs different from where he loses now.

What n. the distance from Lihue to all
the other moor places al Hawaii? K hat is
cost of travel'

Plan a vacain:n for a family of four from
wherever you true to Kauai. Decide what
you want to see and why. how much it well
syst t including tat on transportation and
hotels, where you will stay. what clothes
you will take and how much they will evst.
whet you will buy when you are there
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Why have the owners chosen these names for their restaurants?
Who were Duke Kahanamoku and Prince Kuhio? Do as much

research as possible on them and make a scrapbook.
What is a Polynesian show? How is it different from a Japanese

show? Why are Polynesian shows popular?
How many tourists come to Hawaii each year? Where does the

tourist industry stand in relation to pineapple and sugar?
Make a chart showing the increase in the number of tourists

in the last five years.
What does lialekulani mean? Trace an outline map of Waikiki

and show where the restaurants are located.
Why is Hawaiian food different from food of other countries?

Make up menus from the ads for an Hawaiian, Chinese, Japanese
dinner.
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Use the ads to learn about the cost of living in Hawaii. Also
find any articles in the newspaper that talk about the cost of living.

What must we buy besides food and shelter in our lives?
How do the prices of houses in Hawaii compare with those on

the Mainland? Write for Mainland papers and compare.
Make up a budget for a family of four, using the ads to get the

best buys in groceries and making sure that shelter. light, tele-
phone and clothing are also included. Make sure tax is computed.
Why do we pay tax? How much do we pay?

What is tax money used for? Make a pie graph showing how
much of a man's salary goes into the various essentials for family

living.
Take a certain amount of money for a spending spree. Cut out

ads for all the things you want to buy. making sure you stay under

the specified amount
What does a family living in Hawaii not have to buy?
is the price on the house shown typical of house prices in Ha-

waii? Find out about lease rent and fee simple property and dis-

cuss the advantages of each.
How do homes in Hawaii differ from homes in colder climates?

"Buy" a house in Hawaii; then furnish it keeping under a certain
budget. Find out the best buys as far as area is concerned. How

would you finance this house? What do finance companies do?
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